Photos from RESNA 1992

Toronto
Carol Gwin, Cliff Brubaker, and Doug Hobson
Carol Gwin at the microphone and Rachel Wobschall at far right
Carol Gwin and Cliff Brubaker
Carol Gwin in the middle and Anita Perr on the right
Gregg Vanderheiden at the podium
Looks like the Board Meeting with Rick Foulds on the left
Board Meeting with Al Cook leaning in on the left and Robert Van Etten wearing a tie
???, Carol Gwin, and Anita Perr
Doug Hobson, Shirley McNaughton, and ???
Shirley McNaughton at the podium
??? at the podium
Mickey Milner at the podium
Mickey Milner at the podium
Martin Bishop in the wheelchair on the left and perhaps Robert Van Etten closer to the camera
In the coat with the elbow patches
Susie Leone on the left
Join RESNA today...
and be an active participant in the advancement of rehabilitation and assistive technologies.

- Accessive Technology, quarterly journal
- RESNA News, bimonthly newsletter
- Annual Membership Directory
- Discounts on RESNA Press publications
- Discounts on RESNA conference fees
- Student Design Competition
- Annual and Regional Conferences
- Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
- Professional Specialty Groups (PSGs)

About RESNA...
RESNA is an interdisciplinary association for the advancement of rehabilitation and assistive technologies.

Program Objectives...
- Provide consultation and coordination concerning matters of interest to RESNA members
- Promote training and development of pertinent professional manpower
- Serve as a forum for the development of standards, terminology, and guidelines
- Plan and conduct scientific, technical, and educational meetings and programs
- Publish and disseminate information on technology and service delivery
- Stimulate and encourage relevant research
Dance Night?
Photos from Negatives